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Abstract 
Powerdomains like mises. sandwiches. snacks and scones are typically used to  pro- 
vide semantics of collections of descriptions of partial data. In particular. they were 
used to  give semantics of databases with partial information. In this paper we argue 
that to  be able to  put these constructions into the contest of a programming languages 
it is necessary t o  characterize them as free (ordered) algebras. Two characterizations 
- for mixes and snacks - are already known, and in the first part of the paper we give 
characterizations for scones and sandwiches and provide an  alternative characteriza- 
tion of snacks. The  algebras involved have binary and unary operations and relatively 
simple equational theories. LVe then define a new construction, which is in essence all 
others put together (hence called salad) and give its algebraic characterization. It is 
also shown how all algebras considered in the paper are related in a natural way, that 
is. in a way that  corresponds to  embeddings of their powerdomains. We also discuss 
some semantic issues such as relationship between the orderings and the semantics 
and justification for choosing the orderings. Finally, we outline prospects for further 
research. 
1 Introduction 
It has become a tradition to give food names to domains used in approximations. It started 
when Peter Buneman and Susan Davidson invented sandwiches which consist of lower and 
upper approximations and denote precisely what is in between, hence the name. A slight 
generalization in  which one of t h e  approximations consists of several sets, was perceived 
'This work started when the author was visiting Fachbereich hlathematik, Technische Hochschule 
Darmstadt. 
as -'many sandwiches" and thus given the name of the srzack powerdomain. ('arl Gunter 
invented rnixes, which combine lower and upper powerdomains. Perhaps it was not his 
intention to follow the "edible" tradition. but the name he chose fit in rather nicely with 
the others. Another generalization was due to Achim Jung, and it is basically to snacks 
what sandwiches are to mixes. It was probably not this observation but the desire to follow 
tradition that motivated him to look for a food name. At that time a graduate student in 
Darmstadt baked some scones and brought them to the department, and the name of the 
scone powerdomain appeared. Finally, in this paper we use a new powerdomain which is 
just all others put together. Rejecting a nice idea of Peter Buneman to call it the .'kitchen 
sink" powerdomain, I shall use the salad powerdomain instead. 
Let me first motivate the use of the edible powerdomains. Since late iOs, many researchers 
tried to understand partial information in databases: [l. 14, 9, 23, 6, 5, 171 name just a 
few of the many books and papers in this area. In [ 5 .  61 Bunenian and others proposed to 
recast the main principles of relational databases in domain theory. The ordering on objects 
was interpreted as partiality. i.e. .z 5 y nieans that x is more partial than y, or y is more 
informative than x. For example. 
[Name t ' J o e ' ,  Age t l] 5 [ ~ a m e  -+ ' J o e ' ,  Age + ' 25 ' 1  
This works very well for ordering records and natural extension of the concept of scheme 
and the main principles of the relational design theory can be worked out, see Buneman et 
al. [6] and Libkin [17]. However, we face certain problems trying to generalize this approach 
to nested relations. With nesting, there must be a mechanism of ordering subsets of ordered 
sets. Unfortunately, domain theory falls short in providing us with a universal way to do it. 
There are various ways of making a domain out of subsets of a domain, the best known of 
them being the lower, the upper and the convex powerdomains. In [6] the upper powerdomain 
was used. While it was very convenient to use to obtain the natural join operation "for free'?, 
it led to a number of counterintuitive observations. In Libkin [17] the lower powerdomain 
was used. but no justifications were given. Later. Libkin and Wong [20] gave an "update" 
semantics for the ordering whose meaning is being more informative. The lower powerdomain 
corresponded to the natural ordering of sets. while the upper powerdomain led to the ordering 
of so-called or-sets which in essence are sets of disjunctive possibilities (cf. [15, 291). 
However, in some cases it is desirable to retain information conveyed by both upper and 
lower powerdomains. This happens if the set of partial descriptions is not given explicitly, 
but rather approximated from below and above. Then one of the approximations, that 
correspond to the definite information, behaves like the lower powerdomain, but the other 
approximation corresponding to  the possible part behaves like the upper powerdomain. First 
such construction was called sandwich [ 5 ] .  
The lower, upper and convex powerdomains can be understood as functors from the category 
of domains Dom to the category of domains with some additional structure. Moreover, they 
are left adjoints to forgetful functors and thus they give rise to monads in Dom. I t  was shown 
recently that the monad structure is a very powerful programming tool 130, 31. The monads 
associated with lower and upper powerdomains give us a polynomial language to work with 
nested sets and or-sets [20]. When this language is endowed with a new primitive which is 
essentially an isomorphism between iterated powerdomains [IS]: it becomes sufficiently rich 
to express practically all queries on sets and or-sets. 
Since monads arise from adjunctions. above them we have yet another powerful programming 
tool which is the structural recursion. We do not discuss it here but refer the reader to 
[2, 4, 3, 211 for discussion on advantage and problems of using the structural recursion. 
Thus, it is the freeness property of a construction that admits an easy way of being incor- 
porated into the syntax of a programming language. Therefore. if we want to program with 
approximations, we should look for their representation as free algebras. 
Two such representations are already known. Gunter [ l l ]  proved it for the mixed powerdo- 
main and Puhlmann [25] proved it for the snack powerdomain. Gunter's characterization 
uses one binary operation and one unary modal operation in the spirit of LVinskel [31]. 
Puhlmann's characterization uses two bianry operations. 
In this paper I will show how sandwiches and scones can be seen as free constructions. I 
then define the salad powerdomain and prove that it also arises as a free algebra. Then 
I demonstrate how all these powerdomains are related. in fact, how all of tliem can be 
represented in the salad powerdomain in a way that preserves their equational theories. 
The paper is organized as follows. .A11 necessary definitions are given in the next section. 
The rest is divided into three parts. In the b'bottom-up" part, we start with the simplest 
of approximations - mixes - and go up proving algebraic characterizations for sandwiches, 
snacks, scones and salads. In the bbtop-down" part we show how to represent simple edible 
powerdomains in the more complicated ones, i.e. we start with salads and find out how 
scones are represented in salads. snacks in scones etc. Then we discuss the semantics of sets 
of partially defined objects given by the edible powerdomains. Conclusion and outline of 
further research are then given in Section 6. 
Definitions 
A domain in this paper is an algebraic cpo with bottom. Given a domain D, 5 denotes 
its order and KD is the set of its compact elements. Given X,Y D ,  lower and upper 
powerdomain orderings are given b y  
-Y C' I." H Vy E I"3x E *Y : .r < y 
A subset of an ordered set is called an antichain if no two elements in it are comparable. 
If (A, 5 )  is an ordered set and -1- C '4. then max+ - X and minz ,Y are sets of maximal and 
minimal elements of S. IVe will use just maxX and m i n x  if the ordering is understood. 
A,,(A) stands for the set of all finite antichains of A. 
Let Idl(.) denote the ideal completion. Then the lower and upper powerdomains are defined 
as 
) and 1dl((4fin(KD)> L')) 
respectively. They are denoted by 531(D) and p:(D). It follows from the properties of the 
ideal completion that (A,,(KD). 5') and (A,,(KD), C_:) are posets of compact elements of 
p b ( ~ )  and $d(D). We reserve the notation Pb(KD) and P2 (KD)  for them. 
Remark: A traditional definition of the powerdomain construction is the ideal completion of 
Pf in(KD),  the set of all finite subsets of KD.  The two can be easily shown to be equivalent. 
We often prefer to work with antichains because C' and C' are partial orders on A,,(KD) 
but only preorders on P,,(KD). 
p 5 ( D )  is always an algebraic lattice. p' can be seen to be a functor from Dom, the category of 
domains and continuous maps. to AlgLat. the category of algebraic lattices and continuous 
V-homomorphisms. hloreover, it turns out to be left adjoint to the forgetful functor U : 
AlgLat -+ Dom. It is not hard to show that this remains true if the morphisms in both 
categories are restricted to  those preserving compactness. 
For the case of the upper powerdomain, we restrict our attention to Scott domains only. 
That is, the domains that happen to be complete meet-semilattices. Let ~ o m t  be the 
subcategory of Scott domains in which morphisms are required to preserve the meet operation 
and compactness. The upper powerdomain construction can be seen now as a functor ps : 
Dom -  om:. Then p: is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from ~ o m k  to Dom. 
Remark: This adjunction works in the greater generality. But the monad associated with 
the one given above is the monad used in [20] to design a language to work with or-sets. In 
fact, all adjunctions in this paper will work when maps are required to preserve compactness. 
For an arbitrary poset -4, its ordering is denoted by 5. The notation < is reserved for 
partially ordered algebras and domains. Two elements x. y E ,;1 are called consistent if there 
is z E A such that x, y 5 z ,  which is denoted by x fy. To make notation easier, we often 
write x instead of singleton set {x). In particular, given a pair whose first component is a 
singleton {a) and whose second component is a family of sets that happen to contain only 
one singleton {y}  ( that  is, {(y))), we will write (x, { y )) to  denote such a pair. 
3 Powerdomains as free constructions 
In this section we give algebraic characterizations of edible powerdomains. starting from the 
simplest one and going up to the more sophisticated constructions. 
Since all powerdomains are defined in terms of ideal completion of a certain partial order 
constructed out of its compact elements, it is enough to give an characterization of this 
partial order only. Since ideal completion is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from CPO 
to the category of posets, then. by standard technique. all results can be lifted from posets 
of compact elements to the powerdomains themselves. See [12] for the general technique and 
[ll] for the mixed powerdomain. 
3.1 The mixed powerdomain 
The characterization of the mixed powerdomain is known jll]. For the sake of completeness. 
we recall it here. Let (A. z) be a poset. .A rnix on .+I is a pair of finite antichains C i  and L 
such that T L  CT U. The mix order c~~ is defined as follows: 
(i7.L) ~-~(li;M) %UCdT/' and L L ~  
Let Pmix(A)  denote A,,(A) x ~,,(,4) ordered by C"". Pml"(A) is a poset. The mixed 
powerdomain is defined as yml" (D) = Idl (Pml" (KD)) .  
Definition. A mix algebra (,\I, +. 0 ,  e) has partially ordered carrier iM, one .monotone 
binary operation + and one rnonotone unary operation 0 .  ( M ,  +,e)  is a semilattice with 
identity e,  and in addition the following equations must hold: 
1 )  o ( x  + y) = ox + o y ,  
2) n n x  = o x ,  
3) o x  5 .c. 
4) 2 + 0.t: = 2, 
5)  x + o y  5 x.  
A mix homomorphismof two mix algebras (ill1, +I, 01, el) and (M2, +2,02, e2) is a monotone 
map f : :\Il -+ Mz such that f ( x  $1 y )  = f( x) +2 f ( Y ) ,  f (0,~) = 0 2 f  ( X I  and f (el) = f (e2).  
That is, in addition to being homomorphism in the usual sense, f must be monotone as well. 
Pmix(A)  can be given the structure of a mix algebra by taking the ordering c"'" and defining 
(U, L) + (V, M )  = (min(U U V ) ,  max(L U M)) and U(U, L) = (U, 0). 
Theorem 1 ([Ill) Pmi"(A) is the free mix algebra generated b y  A. That is, if we define 
71 : A -+ pmix (A) by ~ ( x )  = (x ,x ) ,  then for any mix algebra iM and a monotone map 
f : A + iV there exists unique f +  : Pmix (A)  + M such that f +  o 77 = f. 
3.2 The sandwich powerdomain 
Let (A,  5 )  be a poset. .\ sandwich on A is a pair of finite antichains U and L such that there 
exists a set I+' with li E: W and L 5' T/V. Clearly, for every 1 E L there exists u E U such 
that u7. The sandwich order C' is defined exactly as the mix order. 
Let ?=(A) denote A,,(.4) x ~ , , ( , 4 )  ordered by C'. Then ?-(A) is a poset. The sandwich 
powerdomain is defined as p X ( D )  = Id l (PX(KD)) .  
We would like to define sandwiches as a free construction over A. Suppose we start with 
the same function 7 : .4 i PX(.-l) given by ~ ( x )  = (x. x). For any pair x. y  E A such that 
xry there is a sandwich ( .c .  y )  over A. Thus, if we view 'FX(.4) as a free algebra in a certain 
signature, there must be a way to construct (x ,  y )  out of pairs with identical components. 
But this way must use information that xTy and therefore can not be "universal". 
Therefore, the information about consistency in A must be conveyed by the generating poset. 
We now introduce the consistent closure of A as 
ATA= { ( a .  b) 1 a  E A. b E '4. UP} 
The surprising result now says that sandwiches over '-1 are the free mix algebra generated 
by the consistent closure of A! 
However, before formulating the result. let us observe that in giving the universality property 
it is no longer enough to require that the map from A f A to a mix algebra 114 be just 
monotone. Since we imposed additional structure on the generating poset , this structure 
must be preserved. 
Definition Let M be cr mix algebra. A monotone map f : '4TA + 1bI is called admissible if 
f (x? Y) + f ( 2 ,  Y) I f (x. Y and Cf (x, Y) = Of (x. 2). 
Define 7' : .4TA + P X ( - 4 )  by vT((x. Y 1) = (x,  Y) 
Theorem 2 Given a poset A ,  P X ( A )  is the free miz  algebra generated by ATA. That is, 
given a mix algebra ill and an admissible map f : ATA + lM, there exists a unique mix 
homomorphism f f  : ?=(A) + iM such that f+ o 7 7 7  = f. 
Proof. We omit an easy verification that ?=(A) is a mix algebra. 
Let us first establish a number of useful properties of admissible maps. In what follows, f is 
always an admissible map from ATA t o  ilf. 
1) Assume v 5 u and uT. Then f (u ,  1 )  + f (v, 1 )  = f (v, 1 ) .  
First. f i u .  1) 2 f (u.1) .  B y  monotonicity of +. f(r. 1 1  = J ( l . .  l i  + f(v.l) < f ( v .  1 )  + f (u.1)  
But since f is admissible. f ( u .  I )  + f ( r 3 .  I )  5 f ( v .  I ) .  Hence. 1 ) holds. 
2) Assume p I ,  v v  and qb .  Then f ( v ,  1 )  + f ( q ,  pi = n f  ( v .  .L?)  + f (q ,  P I .  
First show f ( q ,  p )  + f ( q ,  I )  = f (q ,  p). By monotonicity. f ( q ,  P )  + f (q ,  1 )  5 f ( q ,  P )  + f (q ,  P )  = 
f ( q , p ) .  On the other hand. f (q ,p )+ f (q ,  1 )  > f ( q , p ) + a f  ( q -  1 )  = f (q ,  ~ ) + ~ f  ( q , ~ )  = f ( q , ~ ) .  
which proves the equation. Since f (u, v )  = q f ( v .  1 )  5 f ( v .  I ) ,  the > inequation for 2) holds. 
Conversely, f ( v ,  1 )  + f (q .  p )  = f ( v ,  1 )  + f (q ,  1 )  + f (q ,  p )  = Of ( v .  1 )  + f ( v ,  1 )  + f (q ,  1 )  + f (q,  P )  5 
f ( v ,  1 )  + f ( q ,  1 )  + f ( q ,  p )  I u f ( v .  27) + f ( q , p )  which shows the reverse inequation. 2) is 
proved. 
3) If 1 5 m. then f ( v ,  I )  + f ( q ,  m )  = O f  ( v ,  v )  + f ( q ,  mj.  
The >_ inequation is obvious. -4s in the proof of 2 ) ,  we obtain f ( v ,  1 )  + f (q ,  m )  = f ( v ,  1 )  + 
f (q ,  I )  + f ( q ,  m )  = Of ( v ,  1 )  + f (11.1) + f (q ,  1 )  + f ( q ,  m )  I Of ( v ,  1 )  + f (q ,  1 )  + f ( q , m )  5 
q f ( v .  I )  t f ( q ,  m) = f ( I ) .  ,u) + f (q.  rn). 
4) Assume v 5 u .  Then f ( v .  I )  = f(u. I )  + q f ( v .  a ) .  
First. f ( u :  I )  + f ( v ,  1 )  5 f ( v .  I )  = f ( v .  I )  4- f ( v ,  1 )  I f ( u .  1 )  + f ' 1 ;  hence f ( ~ 7  I )  + f ('3 = 
f ( v :  1 ) .  Now we have: f ( u ,  1 )  = f (1.. I )  + f ( u ,  1 )  > f ( U .  1 )  + Of ( v ,  1 )  = f ( u .  I )  + O f  ('7 ' ) .  On 
the other hand, f ( v ,  I )  = f ( v ,  I )  + f ( v ,  I )  5 f ( u ,  1 )  + o f  (u. u ) ,  proving 4 ) -  
5) If v  u. then q f ( u .  u )  + O f  ( v .  a )  = O f  ( v , ~ ) .  
According to the proof of 4), f ( u ,  v )  + f ( v ,  v )  = f ( v ,  v )  and from this 5 )  follows immediately. 
6) Assume I L ~  and up. Then f ( v ,  1 )  + n f  ( u ,  u )  = f ( v -  1 )  + O f  U )  + f ( ~ 7  I ) .  
Since f ( u ,  u )  = f ( u .  1 )  5 f ( 1 1 . 1 ) .  the 5 inequality holds. Since f ( v ,  1 )  + f ( u .  1 )  < f ( v ,  l ) ,  
we obtain the reverse inequality. 
Now let us come back t o  the statement of the theorem. Let S = (U, L) be a sandwich over 
A with Cr = {u,, . . . , u, )  and L = { l l , .  . . , l k } .  Since S is a sandwich, for every l j  E L there 
exists u;, E U such that EjTuil. Let Z 2 [n] x [k] be the set of pairs of indices such that 
(i, j )  E Z u u;v j .  Then 
Using representation ( I ) ,  define f+ for an admissible f : ATA + as follows: 
Let us show that f+ is a homomorphism. Prove that f +  is monotone first. Let S1 = ( C J ,  L )  
and S2 = (V, JI) be two sandwiches such that S1 C_' S2. that is. C- C_: 1,' and L 5' .tI. 
Let S = (U, iw). Observe that S is a sandwich. Therefore. the proof of f f  (S1) 5 f +  (Sz) is 
contained in the following two claims. 
Claim 1: f+(S1) 5 ff(S).  
Proof of claim 1;  Since L there is a sequence of sets Lo = L, L1, . . . , L, = rZf such that 
each L; C L U M and either Li+l = max(L; U I )  or L;+l = max((L; - L') U I )  where I' 5 1 for 
all 1' E L', see [20]. Then each (I-. L; )  is a sandwich. We must show f+(U, L,) 5 f f  (U, L,+l). 
Consider the first case. i.e. L,+l = max(L, U 1). To verify f+(U7 L;) 5 f+(U, L,+,) in this 
case, it is enough to show q f ( u .  u )  + f(u.1)  2 q f ( u ,  u) i f  uf l  and. if there is an element 
I' E L such that 1' 5 I .  then f (u'. 1') + f (u,  I )  + f (u.  u )  2 f (u', 1') + q f (u ,  U )  if u'fl'. The 
first one is easy: Of(zl. U )  + f ( t l .1 )  = Of(u.1) + f(u.1) = f ( u , l )  > Uf(u ,u ) .  The second 
one follows from monotonicity of +: f (11, I )  + q f (21, u )  >_ C f (u ,  1 )  = q f (u ,  u) .  
Consider the second case. i.e. L,+l = max((L; - L') U I ) .  .\ssume ufl.  Then uTl' for any 
I' E L'. Therefore, any summand f ( u ,  1) in (2)  for (lr.  L , + l )  is bigger than f ( u .  1') in (2) 
for (U, L,). Now suppose there is I' E L' such that u't l '  but u' is not consistent with 1. 
If 1 is consistent with some 11 E Cr, then ZL TI ' .  Therefore. to  finish the proof of claim 1, 
we must show that f (u'. 1') + f ( Z L .  1') 5 f (u: 1). But this follows from admissibility of f :  
f (u', 1') + f (u ,  1) 5 f (u. 1')  5 f ( u .  I). Claim 1 is proved. 
Claim 2: f + (S) 5 f + ( S 2 ) .  
Proof of claim 2: We start with proving the following. Given a sandwich (W, N) and n E N. 
let w, be arbitrarily chosen element of W such that w,fn. Then, given an admissible function 
f ,  f + (W. 3) defined by (2) equals f (w,, n )  + q CwEitr f (20, w).  TO Prove this- assume 
that there are two elements w1 and w2 in W consistent with n E 1V. Then we must show 
f (wl, n)+f (w2,n)+Of ( w ~ 7 w l ) + C l f ( w z ,  w2) = f ( wl.n)+~f(w~,wl)+~f(wz,w:!). That the  
left hand side is less than the right hand side follows from admissibility. On the other hand, 
f ( w ~ , n )  + R f ( w l , w d  + Of(u72. 4 = f (  w17n) + of (  w2,rz)+Uf(w1.w1) + O f ( w 2 , ~ 2 )  I 
f ( ~ 1 ,  n ) + f ( ~ 2 7  12)  + O f  ( wl, wl) + CI f (w2, w2) which proves our claim. 
Now, to  prove claim 2. consider S2 = (\',i\f) and let z., be an element of V consistent 
with rn E M. Since I,: ~ f l  V. let u, be an element of C: under v,. Then umTm. Also. 
let u" be an element of U under v E V. Then CuEU f (u, U)  = q C V E v  f (u", u") + 
q Cufuv f (u, U)  5 CuEV f ( u ~ ,  uU) 5 q CUEv f (v, v). Xow, by the claim proved above, 
f+(S) = C m E M  f ( ~ m ,  m) + CuGu f (u ,u )  5 C ~ E M  f m, + q EV€V f(', V )  = f + ( S 2 )  
which finishes the proof of claim 2 and monotonicity of f + .  
Now we demonstrate that  f + preserves the  operations of the  signature of the mix algebras- 
Since q distributes over +, q f + ( S )  = C(i,j)E~ f (u i , l j )  + C; uf(ui ,u;) .  Since n f (u i , I j )  + 
q f ( ~ i , ~ i )  = u f ( ~ i t ~ i ) :  we obtain q fS(S) = Cy=l f (ui, u;) = f+(aS). 
Let SI = ( I T , L ) .  S;? = i l : A \ l ) .  Let S = S1 + S 2  = 1 I 1 : ~ l - j .  ('onsider a pair [ u , . l , )  with 
( 1 .  j j E 1. There are three cases: this pair is either present in the representation ( 1)  of S  or 
u, 2 vk for some vk E V n mini l v  U V) or I ,  5 m k  E _\I n max( L U M).  
Consider the second case. \Ve have vk T l j .  -Assume I ,  5 p and p E JV. We know that 
pTq for some q E W. Since f ( u k ,  1,) + f (q ,p )  + Of (vk,  U I ; )  = f ( Q ,  P )  + of ( v ,  v )  by 2) ,  we 
obtain f + ( S )  = f + ( S )  + f ( v k ,  1 , ) .  Furthermore. since f ( ~ k ,  ~ ' k )  + f ( u ; ,  l j )  + . f(vk, l j )  = 
mf(vk ,vk )  f ( v k , I j )  by I ) ,  we have f + ( S )  = f f ( S )  + f (vk , I , )  + f ( u i , l j ) -  
Consider the third case. .Assume u;  is greater or equal than some v  E LV and m k T q  for q E W .  
Then f ( v .  1,) + f ( q ,  m k )  = f ( r . ,  u )  + f ( q ,  m k )  by 3) .  and hence f f  ( S )  = f + ( S )  + f ( v ,  1;). 
Since f ( v ,  I , )  = f (u. 1,) + f ( t 9 .  I ' )  by 4): we obtain f + ( S )  = ff ( S )  + f (ui!  1,). 
Assume that u 2 v .  Since O f ( u , u )  + O f ( v , v )  = n f ( v . v )  by 5 ) ,  we obtain f f ( S )  = 
f f  ( S )  + f ( u ; ,  u;) for any el;. 
A11 this shows that f + ( S )  can be rewritten as f f  ( S l )  i- f f  (S2)  + -y where -y is a sum of 
some elements of form f (ti;, 172: ) or f (v;,  I , ) .  Consider a pair ( u, .  mj)  such that uiTin j. There 
exists vk such that vkTmj. Since f ( v k ,  m j )  + f ( u ; ,  u;) = f (vk,  ~ n j )  + O f  (tli, ~ i )  + f ( ~ i ,  m j )  
by 6) ,  the summand f (v;, m j )  can be safely removed from X. Thus. any summand can be 
removed from X and f + ( S )  = f + ( S 1  ) + f + (S2). Therefore. f + is a homomorphism. 
The uniqueness of f +  follows from ( 1 ) .  Since f + ( q T ( x .  X I )  = f ( x ,  2 )  + O f  ( x ,  2) = f ( x ,  x ) ,  
we have f +  o = f .  The theorem is proved. [7 
3.3 The snack powerdomain 
Snacks were introduced by Peter Buneman. They were studied by Teow-Hin Ngair in his 
dissertation [22] and characterized by Puhlmann [25] as free distributive bisemilattices [8,24]. 
Since Pulhrnann's proof is not widely available, and since it is not very complicated. for the 
sake of completeness I shall give it here. The presentation is slightly different from the one 
in [25]. In particular, in [25] a slightly different equational theory is used. 
Definition. A snack over a poset A is a pair (U,.C) where U is antichain, and .C = 
{ L I ,  . . . , Lk)  is a family of antichains satisfying the consistency condition: r L; U  for all 
i. Moreover, .C itself is required to be an antichain with respect to c~. 
The idea is that now the lower approximation has a Smyth-type behavior as well. It is no 
longer true that the lower approximation is just a set of elements, each approximating an 
element, but rather a set of sets such that each set approximates an element. Formally, 
semantics of a snack is defined as 
[(U,  L)] = {X E P,,(A) 1 U E~ X and Vi :T Li n X # 0) 
The ordering on snacks is similar to that on mixes and sandwiches. Given two snacks. ( I f .  L )  
and (I,'. .M). 
(U, L )  L" (V. .U', e Cr Lg b' and QL E L3-1.1 E ;Z/L : L c'I 
Compactly, C" = ~ d  x (53)b. The family of snacks over A is denoted by P" (A).  The ordering 
C" gives P C ( A )  the structure of a meet-semilattice where 
(U, L )  A (V. .U) = (min(U U v ) ,  maxi{min(L U ,\I) ( L E L,  iZ1 E J M ) )  
Definition (see [S, 241). .-I bisemilattice is an algebra { B ,  +, -) such that + and . are 
semilattice operations. .-t bisemilattice B is called distributive if both distributive laws hold, 
that is: x ( y  + z )  = xy  + xz and x 4- yz  = ( x  + y ) ( x  + 3 ) .  (For convenience, we often omit 
in formulas and equations.) 
When we speak of the ordering on a bisemilattice B. itre mean the ordering associated with 
., that is, .c 5 y iff x y  = x. 
PC( ,4 )  can be given the structure of distributive bisemilattice by making . to be the inf 
operation above by defining + as 
( U ,  L )  + (V. .U) = (min(U U V),  max2(L U M ) )  
Observe that the empty snack (0,0) is the identity for +. 
Definition. A snack algebra is a distributive bisemilattice in  which + has identity e .  
-4 homomorphism of snack algebras is a homomorphism in the usual algebraic sense. In other 
words, there is no need to require monotonicity as we did for mixes, because it is implied: if 
x 5 y ,  then h ( x )  . h ( y )  = h(x . y )  = h ( x )  and h ( x )  5 h ( y ) .  
Theorem 3 Given a poset .A. PC(A)  is the free snack algebra generated by A. That is, if 
77 : A + ?"(A) is defined as q(x)  = (x, {x)), then for any snack algebra Sn  and a monotone 
map f : A + Sn,  there exists a unique snack homomorphism f +  : Pe(A)  t Sn such that 
f + o q =  f. 
Proof. We omit verification that Pe(A)  is a snack algebra (in fact, the distributivity laws 
will be verified later in the greater generality when we consider the salad powerdomain). 
Given a snack S = ( U , L )  where U = {til,. . . ,u,) and L = {L1,. . . , Lk) ,  Li = { I ; ,  . . . , I ; ; } ,  
we have 
Then. if monotone f : .-I + 5 n  is given. define f+ : Pe(.4) - .$n by 
Clearly! f + ( 0 , 0 )  = e  and f f ( q ( x ) )  = f ( x ) .  e  + f ( x )  = f ( x ) .  We must show that f +  is a 
homomorphism. 
We start with a few easy observations. First, notice that for a snack algebra + is monotone 
with respect to 5. Indeed. take b 2 c and observe that ( a  + b) (a  + c )  = a + bc = a + c, hence 
a + b > a + c .  Let us now take three elements a 5 b 5 c. \Ve have: ae + c 5 ae + ae + c 5 
ae + b + c 5 ae + c + c = ea + c. Hence. ae + b + c = ae + c. Furthermore. consider arbitrary 
a and b. Since abe(a + b) = abe, we have abe 5 ( a  + b)e.  On the other hand, ae + be is below 
a ,  b and e ,  and hence ae + be 5 abe. Thus. abe = ( a  + b)e.  
Let x 5 y in A. Then f ( z )  5 f  ( y )  and hence f ( X I  . f  (y )  = f  ( x ) .  Therefore? if X and Y are 
two finite subsets of A equivalent with respect to C:, then nzEx f ( x )  = I T y E Y  f ( y ) .  
Furthermore. assume I -  CYY E' for lJ,X,I' E ~ , , ( . 4 ) .  Then we have nuEu f ( u )  . e  L 
n Z E x  f (4 I n,,, f (Y) and therefore nuEu f (4 - e+r I , , s  f (x)+l-I,,y f ( y )  = nu,u f ( u ) . e +  
ngEY f (y ) .  This observation shows that writing an expression for f + (S1 +S2) and fS(S1 .S2) 
one may disregard all max and min operations. That is. for S1 = (U ,  C )  and S2 = (V,  M ) ,  
That f + (S1 + S2)  = f  + (S1)  + f + ( S 2 )  follows immediately from ( 5 ) .  
Let us denote n,,, by .?-. Then f C ( S l  .Sz )  = o f  A?+ ~ e - 1 ,  i + x L  i . zw rQ. 
The last summand is easily seen to be EL,M i. -<I. Since ELLi 2 v ,  the last summand is 
also greater than v e  & L which can therefore be dropped. Similarly, ~ e .  ip can be 
dropped. Thus, f +(S1 S2) = f + (S1)  . f + (S2)  which shows that f + is a homomorphism. Its 
uniqueness follows from (3).  17 
3.4 The scone powerdomain 
Scones were introduced recently by Achim Jung and a few initial results were proved by 
Hermann Puhlmann. Given a poset A, a scone over A is a pair (U, C )  where U is antichain, 
and L = { L 1 , .  . . , L k )  is a family of antichains which is itself and antichain with respect to gfl. 
In addition, a scone is required to satisfy the consistency condition: V L  E L :t Ln f U # 8. 
Thus. the only difference between scones and snacks is the consistency condition. The 
ordering on scones is the snack ordering. It is not hard to show that the poset of scones over 
A, denoted by P A ( A ) .  is a meet-semilattice and the meet operation is the same as the meet 
for snacks (see the previous subsection). 
If x ,  y E A and xTy, then (x! i y ) )  is a scone. Thus. we have the same problem as we had with 
sandwiches: it is no longer enough to start with A itself as a generating poset if we want to 
represent scones as a free construction. That is. some information about consistency must 
be incorporated into the generating poset. Again, we consider the consistent closure ATA of 
A and the singleton function qT(x .  y ) = ( x ,  { y } ) .  
Let us now describe the algebra. Recall that a left normal band is an algebra (B, *) where 
* is idempotent, associative and x * y * z  = x  * z  * y [S]. 
Definition. A scone algebra is an algebra (Sc,  +. *. e )  where + is a semilattice operation 
with identity e ,  * is a left normal band operation. + and * distribute over each other, the 
absorption laws hold and e * x = e .  Formally, in  addition to * being left normal band and + 
being semilattice operation. the following hold: 
1 )  x  + y * z = ( x  + y )  * (.c + 2 ) ;  
2 )  ( x + y ) * z = x * s + y * z ;  
3 ) z * ( x + y ) = z * x + 3 * y ;  
4 ) x + x * y = x ;  
5 ) e + x = x + e = x :  
6)  e * x  = e .  
In other words, a scone algebra is "almost distributive lattice" - commutativity of one of 
the operations is replaced by the law of the left normal bands. 
If Sc is a scone algebra, define x . y = x * y + y * x. It is an easy observation that - is 
a semilattice operation. ,An ordering on S c  is defined according to this operation, that 
is, x 5 y + xy = s. Similarly to the case of snacks. this implies monotonicity of any 
homomorphism. 
To give PA(A)  the structure of a scone algebra we must show how to define + and *. The 
+ operation is defined a s  for snacks, and 
(U ,L )  * (V, M )  = (U,maxi{min(l U 1bl) [ L E L, M E M ) )  
It is easy t o  check thet (U ,  C) * (V, M )  satisfies the consistency condition. e  is the empty 
scone (0,0). Similarly t o  the case of sandwiches, a definition of admissibility is needed to 
preserve the additional structure given by consistency closure of A. 
Definition. Let ( Sc ,  +, *, e )  be a scone algebra. ;I monotone map f : ATA -+ Sc is called 
admissible iff  (u ,  I )  * f (v, rn) = f (u ,  m )  * f(zu, I )  and f (u. I )  * e = f ( u ,  m)  * e. 
Theorem 4 Given a uoset .-I. FA(,4) 1s the free scone nigebrn gcnernted by .4T24. That z.s. 
for any  scone algebrcr 5 c  and n n  admzsszble map f : -4T.4 S c ,  there txzsts n unique scone 
homomorphism f f  : ' F A ( ' 4 )  + SC such that f +  o 7' = f .  
Proof. We shall verify the distributivity laws in the proof of algebraic characterization of 
the salad powerdomain in the next subsection. Distributivity laws for scones then follow 
from the observation that the second components of ( l r .L )  . (T7.,M) and ( l J . L )  t (V,,M\ 
coincide. Equation 4) is immediate. Thus. PA(,4) is a scone algebra. 
CVe now need some observations about the scone algebras. In what follows, f  is an admissible 
map from ATA to a scone algebra S c .  The definition of admissibility can be rewritten to 
f  ( u ,  I )  * f  (v, m )  = f ( 1 1 .  I )  * f ( L C .  m )  = f ( u .  m )  * f (v. 1 ) .  
1) + is monotone with respect to the ordering given by - 
Let b  < a .  Then ( a + c ) ( b + c )  = ( a + c ) * ( b + c ) + ( b + c ) * ( a + c )  = c+a*b+b*a = c+ab= b+c. 
i.e. b  + c  5 n + c. 
2)  . distributes over +. 
3)  If a  5 b, then a  * e  5 b * e  
5 )  If a 5  b, then f ( a . a l * e + f ( b , b ) * e = f ( a 3 a ) * e -  
First of all, f ( a , a ) * e i  f ( b , b ) * e =  f ( a . a ) * e + f ( b , a ) * e =  ( f ( a , a ) + f ( b , a ) ) * e I  f ( a 7 ~ ) * ~  
by 3) and 4). Furthermore. f ( a .  a )  = f ( a .  a )  + f ( a , a )  I f ( a , a )  + f ( b ,  b)  by 1) and therefore 
f  ( a ,  a )  * e 5 ( f  ( a ,  a )  + f  (b ,  b ) )  * e  which finishes the   roof. 
6) If a  5 b  and bTx, then f ( x .  a )  * f ( b ,  b)  = f ( x , a )  
We have f  ( x ,  a )  * f  ( b ,  b )  = f  ( x ,  a )  * f ( x ,  b)  = f  (x, b)  * f ( x ,  a ) .  IIence f ( x ,  a )  * f (b7 b, = 
f ( x ,  a )  * f  ( x ,  b)  + f (z. b)  * f  ( x ,  a )  = f  ( x ,  a )  f ( x ,  b )  = f ( x ,  a )  b~cause  f ( x ,  a )  5 f ( x ,  b). 
7) For any UP,  f ( a ,  b )  * f ( b , a )  I f ( a ,  b)  
It is easy t o  see that ( f  ( a ,  b )  * f  (b ,  a ) )  . f  ( a ,  b) = f  ( a ,  b )  * f ( b ,  a )  
S) If n 5 6. then f (b. b) * f ( a .  a )  = f (b .  a ) .  
By admissibility and 7).  f (b, b) * f (a,  a )  = f (b,  a )  * f (a. b )  < f (b,  a ) .  On the other hand. 
f (b ,a ) - ( f (b .b )*  f ( a , a ) )  = f ( b . a )*  f ( b ,  b)* f ( a , a ) +  f (b ,b )* f ( a . a )* f (b - a )=  f (b ,a )* . / (b ,b )*  
f ( b ,  a )  + f (b. b)  * f (b,  a )  * f (b.  a )  = f (b. a )  * f (b.  b) + f (b.  b)  * f (b .  a )  = f (b,  a ) .  f (b ,  b) = f (b, a ) .  
Hence, f (b, a )  < f (b, b) * f (a,  a )  which proves 8). 
Since n is already used to denote repeated applications of .. for many applications of * we 
shall use @I. 
Let S = (I/: C) be a scone over A. Since T lTn T L # 0 for all L E C, there exists a pair 
(u i , l i , )  for every j such that u i ~ l i , .  Let i(j) and k ( j )  be some indices such that 
Then S can be represented as 
It is an easy observation that it does not matter how pairs ( i ( j ) ,  k ( j ) )  are chosen. 
Using (7),  define 
Our first goal is to verify that f +  is well-defined, that is, it does not depend on how pairs 
i ( j ) ,  k ( j )  are chosen. To save space, denote mIEL f ( 1 , l )  by i. First observe that any number 
of applications of f to  a consistent pair (u, 1) for I E L j  can be put after f (ui(j), li(j)) 
because, by admissibility, f (ui(j), l&jl) * f (u, 1) = f (ui(j), l{(j,) * f (1,l) and * is idempotent. 
To finish the proof of well-definedness. it is enough to show that the following equation holds: 
~ ( u , u )  * e +  ~ ( u ' , u ' )  * e +  f ( ~ ,  I )*i = f ( u ,  ~ ) * e +  f(d, u') * e +  f (u1 ,1 ' )* i  where u,u'  E U 
and I,  1' E L. By distributivity, this reduces to showing that f (u, u)  * e + f (u', u') * e + 
f (u. I )  * f (l', 1') = f (u. u )  * e + f (u', u') * e + f (u'. 1') * f (1, I) .  Because of the symmetry in 
this equation, it is enough to prove 
Denote f (u, u)  * e + f (u', u') * e by p, f (u, I )  * f (l ' ,  1') by q  and f (u', 1') * f (1,l) by r .  We 
must show q + p < T + p. By 2) ,  (q + p)(r + p) = r q  + r p  $ qp + p.  By monotonicity 
of + (see I)) ,  it enough to prove q p  5 r. We prove more. In fact, p 5 T .  First observe 
that if a 5 b, then a * e < b * c. Indeed, (a * e ) .  ( b *  c) = a * e + b *  e = a * e by 
the same argument as in 5 ) .  Thus, we must show p 5 f (u, 1) .  Calculate p f (u, 1)  = 
(f (u, u)+f (u'. ul))*e-f (u, 1) = (f (u,  u )+  f (u', ul))*e* f (u, l)+f (u, l)*(f (u, u)+f (u', u'))*e = 
(f (u, u) + f (u', u')) * e + f (u, I )  * e = f (u, U) * e + f (u', u') * e = p. Thus, p 5 T and this 
finishes the proof of well- definedness. 
Our nest goal is to show. as we did for snacks. that if \ye drop Inas and min in defining 
operations on scones. formula ( 7 )  will remain true. That will make it much easier to prove 
that f S  is a homomorphism. 
- 
First observe that if u E I' and 1' >- u. then * e = C U u * e  (we use notation as a 
shorthand for CuEu f  ( u .  u ) ) .  This follows immediately from 5 ) .  
Consider the C-part. In order to show that for 1' 1 E L. the corresponding summand of ( 8 )  
remains the same if f  (1'. 1')  is added. we must show f  ( u .  l o )  * f  (1, I )  * f ( E ' ,  1') = f ( u ,  lo) * f ( 1 ,  I ) .  
The left hand side is equal to f  ( u .  lo)  * f  (1, 1 )  * f ( 1 ,  1') and by 6 )  f (1 , l )  * f ( l , l ' )  = f  ( 1 , l ) .  
Therefore. the left hand side is equal to f  ( u ,  lo) * f ( 1 .  I ) .  
Finally, it must be shown that adding -If ~d L E & does not change the value of the right 
hand side of (8). Assume .u E U, m E 221 and 1 E L are such that m 5 1 and u? (we can find 
such because of the consistency condition and ,I1 C 3 I ; ) .  Let a  = and b  = Lcl. We must 
show f  ( u .  I )  * a  + f  ( u ,  m 1 * b  = f  ( u .  I )  * a  (it was already shown that it does not matter which 
consistent pair is chosen in representation ( 8 ) ) .  Let a' = f ( u .  1 )  * a  and b' = f ( u .  ~ n )  *b.  First, 
a'.b' = ( f ( u . l ) *  f ( u . m ) +  f ( u , m ) * f ( u , l ) ) * a * b =  ( f ( r r . 1 ) .  f ( u , m ) ) * a * b =  f ( u . m ) * a * b .  
Since L C3 - ill and f  ( c .  c )  * f  (d, d )  = f  (d, c )  for d  >- c by S), we obtain a' .  b' = f ( u .  m )  * b  = b'. 
Hence 6' 5 a' and a' + b' 5 a' by 1 ) .  To prove the reverse inequality, a' 5 a' + b'. calculate 
a ' - ( a ' f b ' )  = a f + ( a ' . b ' )  = a ' + a ' * b t + b ' * a ' =  f ( u . l ) * a +  f ( u . l ) *  f ( u . m ) * a * b +  
f ( u , m )  * f ( u . I )  * a  * b. By admissibility, f ( u . 1 )  * f ( u . m )  = f ( u . m )  * f ( u , l ) .  Therefore, 
a' (a' + b') = f  ( u ,  I )  * a + f  ( u ,  I )  * a  * f  ( u ,  m)  b  = a' + a' * b' = a'. Thus, a' 5 a' + b' and 
this finishes the proof that the summand corresponding to 1\.I L~ L can be added to ( 8 ) .  
Now we are ready to prove that f+ is a homomorphism. First, f S (O,  0 )  = e * e + e = e .  
Let S1 = (U. C1) and S2 = ( V, .M). Writing expression (8) for f + ( S 1  + S2)  we can use U U V 
as the first component and L U ,M as the second. IVe know that it does not matter how we 
pick an element from L -  U V to be consistent with some element of a set from C U JM. For 
every L E & choose u~ E I :  which is consistent with some l L  E L and similarly for every 
-M E iM choose V M  E 1- which is consistent with some m.xf E -U. Then we have 
~+(s,+s,) = C f ( ~ .  u ) * e +  C ( f ( u r .  l L ) * i ) +  C ( f ( v ~ , m ~ ) * ~ )  = f + ( S l ) + f f  (S2) 
uEUUV LEL M E M  
Let a ~  = f ( u , l ) * i .  CM = f ( v , m ) * l ' k w h e r e u t l .  i .Tm.u  E V, u  E U, 1 E L E L  
and m E M E M. Let b  = u * e  and d  = P * e. Then f f  (S*)  * f ' ( 4 )  = (ELEIC(LI~ + 
b ) )  * ( C M E M ( c ~  + d ) )  = C L E L , M E M ( ~ ~  * C M  + aL * d  + b  * CM + b  * d ) .  Since d  = V * e ,  
a ~  * d  = a t  * e and aL * C M  + a ~  * d  = aL * C M  + a ~  * e = aL * CM. Similarly, b  * d  = b * e. 
- 
Since b  = [ r  * e, b = b * e. Therefore. b  * c~ = b * e = b and b * d = b * e = b. Therefore. 
f + (S,) * f  + (S2)  = E L E L q M E M ( a L  *caw)  + b. Consider a ~  * c . , .  Since f  (v ,  m) occurs inside the 
A A 
expression, by admissibility it can be changed to f (m, m).  Therefore, a ~ * c ~  = f  (u, I ) *  L* M .  
Thus. 
Thus, f +  is a homomorphism. 
The uniqueness of f + follows from (7) and well-definedness of (8). Finally, f + (v'  (x, y))  = 
f ( x , x ) * e + f ( x , y ) * f ( y , y )  = f ( x , y ) * e + f ( x , y )  = f ( x . 9 ) .  This shows f f  07' = f. 
Theorem is proved. 
3.5 The salad powerdomain 
In this section we describe a construction which can be seen as "all others put together with 
no restrictions". This justifies the name of the salad powerdomain. Salads can be viewed as 
snacks or scones without the consistency condition. 
Definition. A salad over a poset A is a pair (U. C) where U is antichain, and C = 
{ L 1 , .  . . . L k )  is a family of antichains which is itself an antichain with respect to E?. 
The family of all salads over .-I is denoted by P f ( A ) .  It is ordered by the snack ordering. 
As usually, the salad powerdomain, p*(D), is defined as Idl( 'Pf(KD)). It is easy to see 
that p*(D)  is isomorphic to $(D) x g~~f l (D) ,  where $fl(D) is the iterated powerdomain: 
pb"(o) = p b ( ~ n ( D ) ) ( ~  p = p b ( ~ ) ) ) .  The isomorphism was established in [7, 131 and a simple 
proof was given in [IS] describing explicitly isomorphism of ' P d ( ' P b ( ~ ) )  and Pb (Pd( A). 
Each of the two factors. y:(D) and g ~ ~ d ( D ) ,  can be represented as a free construction [13, 121. 
However. this does not give us a desired characterization of salads. Fortunately, there is a 
way to  get one by combining the two known characterizations in a certain way. This way is 
described in the rest of the subsection. 
Definition: A salad algebra. (Sd, +, -, a, 0) is an algebra with two semilattice operations 
+ and . and two unary operation q and 0 such that the following equations hold: 
l ) x ~ ( y + z ) = x - y + x - , 7 ;  
2)x= O x + O x ;  
3) n ( x  + 9 )  = OX + n y  = O X .  uy  = U ( X .  y) ;  
4) O ( x +  y) = O x  + O y ;  
5) O(x . y) = o x  o y ;  
6) Ox Oy = Ox; 
5')ox~oy+Ox=ox: 
8) OOx = Ox; 
9) 002 = Ox; 
Define an ordering 5 on a salad algebra according to the . operation : s < i ff  xy = x. 
Then every homomorphism of salad algebras is monotone n-ith respect to the ordering. 
Define U S d  = { O x  / x E S d )  and O S d  = { O x  I .I: E S d ) .  Some useful properties of salads 
are summarized in the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 Given a salad algebra S d ,  the distributiuzty law x + yz  = ( x  + y ) ( x  + z )  
holds. Consequently, +, and 0 are monotone. In addition. the folIowing holds: 
( i )  O x  5 x 2: O x :  
(i i)  O S d  is a distributive lattice: 
(iii) + and . coincide on U S d :  
(iiii) O O x  = O U y  . 
Proof. Using 2) and distributivity law 1) calculate ( x + y  )(s+ :) = ( ~ . z + ~ y + O x + O y ) ( O x +  
U z + O x + O z )  = (by 1 )  a n d 6 ) )  = ~ x + ~ y + 0 z + O x + O x ~ O y + 0 x ~ O z + O y - O z =  (by 
7 ) )  = U x + U y + 0 z + O x + O y  - 0 2 .  Similarly, x + y z  = C . z + O x + ( o y + O y ) ( n z + O z )  = 
0s + Ox + my + 0,- + O y  . 0:. Hence. ( x  + y ) ( x  + z )  = .r + yz .  Now monotonicity of + 
follows from the distributivity laws. That 0 and 0 are monotone. follows from 4 )  and 6). 
To prove ( i ) ,  calculate .c . O x  = j O x  + 0 s ) U x  = U x  + Ox . U x  = O x  + O x  = O x .  bloreover. 
x - o x  = ( O x + O x ) O x  = o . ~ ~ o x + o x =  O x + O x = x .  
(ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the definitions. 
(iiii) By 'i), Ox 5 O O y ;  hence O O x  5 O U y  and by symmetry 0 U x  = O O y .  Similarly, 
U O x  = OOy.  Define e o  = O O x  and eo = O O x .  The equations above show that e o  and en  
are well-defined. Xow calculate e o  + x = O o x  + z = O a x  + O x  + x = O ( n  + X )  + x = 
O x + x = x .  Similarly,en+x= O O x + x =  0 0 x + O x + x =  ~ ( ~ X + X ) + X = ~ X + X = X .  
Thus, both e o  and em are identities for +. Therefore, €0 = e o  + eo = en.  q 
This lemma tells us that we can give the following equivalent definition of a salad algebra: 
A salad algebra is a distributive bisemilattice ( S d .  +. -)  on which a projection q and a 
closure 0 are defined such that U S d  is a semilattice. O S d  is a lattice, x = O x  + O x  and 
V X  E U S d  Vy E O S d :  x 5 ZJ. 
There is also one property of salad algebras that is worth mentioning and that follows directly 
from the definitions. Given a semilattice ( S ,  V )  with bottom, a pair of ideals TI and Tz is 
called a general decomposition of S if bottom is the only common element of TI and Zz and 
every s in S has a unique representation as s = sl V s2 where sl E 21 and s2 E T2 [16]. If 
S is a bounded lattice, general decompositions become direct decompositions. For a large 
class of posets with partially defined lubs general decompositions are in 1-1 correspondence 
with neutral complemented ideals [16]. 
Propos i t ion  2 Given a salad algebra S'd. O S d  crrzd OSd form n general decornposftion of 
S d .  
Proof .  Let <+ denote the ordering given by +, that is. x <+ y iff x + y = y .  Let z <+ o y .  
Then O x + 0 0 y  = 0 0 9 ,  i.e. Ox+eo = eo and O x  = €0.  Now x = Ox+Ox = eo+Uz = Ux.  
Hence x E OSd ,  which shows that USd is an ideal. Similarly, OSd is an ideal. It follows 
from (iiii) of the lemma that USd n O S d  = { e )  where e = en = eo. Finally, let x = Oy + O z .  
Then U x  = Oy + UOz = Cly and similarly O x  = 0 z .  Hence. x = U x  + O x  is a unique 
representation of x as a sum of elements from U S d  and O S d .  Thus, OSd and O S d  form a 
general decomposition. 
Let us now show how the salad algebra operations are interpreted on P*(A) .  Operations + 
and . are defined. precisely as for snacks. For and 0. 
U(U,  C )  = (U. 0 )  O(U, C )  = (0, L )  
T h e o r e m  5 Given a poset A. P * ( A )  is the free salad algebra generated by A. That is, if 
q : A + P*(A)  zs defined by q ( z )  = ( x .  { x ) ) ,  then for every monotone map f from A to 
a salad algebra Sd there exists a unique salad homomorphism f +  : P*(A)  + Sd such that 
f + o q =  f .  
Proof.  First verify that P*(A)  is a salad algebra. We need to check the distributivity law 
and 7); all others are straightforward. Let S1 = (U, L ) ,  S2 = (V, M )  and S3 = ( W , N ) .  Our 
goal is to show S1 . (S2 + S3) = S1 - S2 + S1 . S3. The first components of the left hand and the 
right hand sides coincide. It this case it is easier to work with filters rather than antichains 
- it allows us to drop max and min operations. In particular. it is enough to show that 
{ T ( L U K ) I L E L , K E ~ M U N )  = 
{TL.+~ILM E { L  U J f J L  E L.-lf E J M ) ) I J { T  L I V I L N  E { L  u NIL E C.iV EN}} 
Let C be an element of the left hand side, i.e. C =T ( L  U I<). Without loss of generality, 
I{ E ,Vt. Then C is in the right hand side. Conversely, if C is in the right hand side, say 
C =T LM for LM = L  U ;M, then C =T (L U M) and therefore is in the left hand side. This 
shows the equality above. Now, taking minimal elements for each filter and applying maxn to 
both collections would give us second components of the lhs and the rhs of the distributivity 
equation, which therefore are equal. 
Now prove 7), that is, O(U, L) -O(V, M)  +O(U, LC) = O(U, LC). The first components of both 
sides are 8. The second component of the left hand side is maxi(L U maxfl{min(L U M)lL  E 
LC, E ,MI). Since min(L U ,\I) C~ L. this expression is equal to maxdL = L. Hence, 7) 
holds. Thus, P f ( A )  is a salad algebra. 
Now show that P* (,-I', is a free salad algebra. Given a salad S = i I;, L) .  
uEU LEL 1EL 
Therefore, given monotone f  : .-I -+ Sd. define 
We have: f + ( 7 7 ( x ) )  = f + ( ( x ,  {x))) = f ( x )  + O f ( x )  = x .  Now we must show that f +  is 
a homomorphism. First. it follows immediately from the properties of 17 and 0 and the 
fact that e = U O x  = 0 0 9  is the identity for + (see lemma) that f + ( n S )  = U f + ( S )  and 
f + ( O S )  = O f + ( S ) .  
Assume 9 C_j Y and let x y  be an element in X below y E 1'. Then 
Therefore, if X and Y are equivalent with respect to c'. q CrEX f  ( x )  = CyEY f  ( y ) .  Our 
next goal is to show that 0 nZEx f  ( x )  + O n y E y  f  (y )  = O n y E Y  f  ( y ) .  Since X C _ I  Y, we have 
nZGx f  ( x )  5 nYEy f  ( y )  and then the equation above follows from 7). Finally, let x' 2 x  E X. 
Then f ( x ' )  2 f (4 and n z e x  f (4 = f ( x ' )  nzt.Ex f (4. 
These three observations show that max and min operations can be disregarded when one 
writes an expression for f  + on S1 + S2 or S1 - S2. Therefore, for S1 = (U, L) and S2 = (V, M ) ,  
f+(s1 + s 2 )  = c f ( ~ )  + O(C n f c l ?  + E n f ( m ) )  = f + ( s 1 )  + f + ( s 2 )  
rELruV LEL IEL .CfE,U mEX1 
To calculate f + ( S 1  . S2). observe that xi OX; - 1, O y j  = Ci j  U X ;  . O y j  = C, O X ; .  Therefore, 
u EU LEL I E  L uEV M E M  m E M  
WE\' LEL IEL LEL IEL M E M  m E M  
ox f ( u ) + o C f ( v ) + o  C ( r I f ( l ) .  r I  f ( m ) )  = 
UEU VEV LEL  / E L  r n ~ M  
Thus, f+ is a homomorphism. Its uniqueness follows from (9). Theorem is proved. 17 
4 Relationship between the powerdomains 
In the previous section we claimed to have gone all the way from the simplest powerdomain 
- mixed - to the most complicated one - salad. The purpose of this section is to justify 
this claim by describing relationship between the powerdomains and their algebras. That is, 
we will substantiate the assertion that by their "complexity" the powerdomains should be 
places as 
Salads -+ Scones t Snacks + Sandwiches + Mixes 
and algebras as 
Salads + Scones t Snacks -+ Mixes 
We deal with algebras in the first subsection. showing how less complicated algebras appear 
as reducts of the more complicated ones in the regular manner. In the second subsection we 
show that these reductions give us natural embeddings of the powerdomains. 
4.1 Relationship between algebras 
The general technique used in this subsection is the following. Given an algebra (A, R ) ,  let 
R' be a subset of a and R" a set of derived operations. Let O = (0 - Q') U 0". Then A can 
be considered as a 0-algebra which is called 0-reduct of (A, R )  [lo]. We denote a map that 
takes an a-algebra (A. R)  and returns the O-algebra (A. 0) by yR". 
We now define reductions for the powerdomain algebras from the previous section. 
Definition. a )  Given a salad algebra Sd = (A, +, .. 0 .0 ) :  define i ts reducts as follows: 
Scone reduct p*-*(Sd) = (A,  +, *, e )  where x * y = x . Oy and e = Oox. 
Snack reduct y*'" ( S d )  = (A, +? -, e )  where e = Onx. 
Mix reduct v*'"'x ( S d )  = (A, +, e )  where e = Oox. 
b)  Given a scone algebra S c  = (A, +, *, e ) ,  define its reducts as follows: 
Snack reduct yA'"(Sd) = (A, +, ., e )  where x - y = x * y + y * x 
Mix reduct yA'm'x(Sc) = (A, +, 0, e )  where O x  = x * e. 
c )  Given a snack algebra S n  = (A, +, ., e ) ,  define i ts  mix reduct y='"'"(Sc) as (A, +, 0,  e )  
where O x  = x . e. 
Our first goal is to shoiv that the concepts above are !veil-defined. i.e. that a mix reduct is a 
mix algebra, scone reduct is a scone algebra etc. \ Ie  then proceed to show that it does not 
matter which path we choose. i.e. a mix reduct of a scone reduct of a salad is a mix reduct 
of a salad etc. 
Proposition 3 The reducts above are well-defined. 
Proof. We start with reducts of salads. First demonstrate that ~ * ' ~ ( s d )  is a scone algebra. 
That e is the identity for + was already proved. Distributivity of * over + is obvious. We 
must show the other distributivity law: a + x  * y  = ( a  + x )  * ( a  + y) .  To prove this, calculate 
a + z a  = a + ( U x + 0 x ) ( ~ a + O n ) =  a + ~ x ~ ~ n + ~ x + ~ a + O x ~ O a = a + U x + O x ~ O a =  
a  + ( O x  + 0 x ) O a  = a  + a .  O a .  Now. a + x  * y  = a  + x  . O y  = ( a  + x ) ( a  + O y )  = 
a + x a + a - O y + x - O y  = a + x . O a + a - O y + x . O y  = ( a + x ) ( O a + O y )  = ( a + x ) * ( a + y ) .  
This proves distributivity. That * is a left normal band operation is obvious. We have 
e * x  = O O x  - O x  = O ( 0 x  - x) = O O x  = e.  Finally. x + x  * y  = x  + ( O x  + O x )  - O y  = 
x  + 0.z: + O x .  O y  = x  + O x  + O x  + O x  O y  = x  + Ox + O x  = z .  Therefore, P * - ~ ( S ~ )  is a 
scone algebra. 
We have already shown in the previous section that i and . distribute over each other; 
hence, y*'" (Sd) is a snack algebra. To check that p*'"x(Sd) is a mix algebra. verify the 
equations of the mix algebra. The first two are also equations of the salad algebras, and 
we have shown already that ;z: + U x  = x and O x  5 x .  Thus. we must show x  + U y  5 x .  
Calculate ( x + O y ) x  = . r+Oy- . r  = x + O y . O x + O y - O x  = x + + x + O y  = x + U y .  Hence, 
x  + o y  5 x .  
Now consider reducts of scones. To show that pA'"(Sc) is a scone algebra, we must verify 
the distributivity laws. One of them was verified in the   roof of the characterization of scones. 
Theother one is alsoeasy: x f y . 2  = x + y * z + z * y  = ( x + y ) * ( x + z ) + ( x + s ) * ( x + y )  = ( x +  
y ) ( x + z ) .  The next step is to verify that n x  = x*e  satisfies the equations of the mix algebras. 
We have x + O x  = x+.r*e = ( x + x ) + ( z + e )  = x  and x . n x  = x * x * e + x * e * x  = x * e  = Ox.  
hence O x  <_ x .  Finally. ( x + y * e ) x  = ( x + y * e ) * x + x * ( x + y * e )  = x + y * e + x * e  = x + y * e .  
Therefore, x  + U y  5 x  and 9A'"'x ( S c )  is a mix algebra. 
Finally, if in a snack algebra O x  is defined as xe ,  then x  + xe  = ( x  + x ) ( x  + e )  = x ,  x x e  = xe 
and ( x  + ye )x  = x  + yex <_ x  + x  = x.  Thus, p"'m'x(Sn) is a mix algebra and this finishes 
the proof of the proposition. q 
Our next goal is to  show path independence, that is, it does not matter if we perform 
reduction from one algebra to another directly or via a number of steps. This can be 
formalized as follows. 
Theorem 6 The followzng d ~ a g r a m  commutes tchere the arrow from S'd to S'n 1s v*'" 
and the arrow from S c  to ,Uix 1s 
Proof. We have already shown that reductions are well-defined. Consider 0 y*+A : 
Sd + i\fix. The identity for + is e = 0 U x  and the box operation of the result. U'x. is defined 
as U'x = x * e  = x - 0 0 0 x  = ( U x + O x ) . O O x  = O x - O O x + O x - O 0 x  = O x + U O x + 0 0 x  = 
Ox + e = Ox. Hence. pA'"" F * - + ~  - F ~ - m i ~  . Now consider y"'"" o v*'" : Sd + Mix .  
The box operation of the result is 0's = xe = (Ux + 0 x ) O U x  = Ox + e  = Ox,  hence 
0 v*-" = v*+"'~ . Then consider y"'m'X o yA'" o y*'A : Sd -4 I\/lix. The 
box operation of the result is U'x = x  a s ,  e = x  * e + e * x  = x  O O u x  + O n x  - O x  = 
x  - OOx + OOx - O x  = Ox + e = Ox. Thus, y "-mix 63A+e v f  + A  - 
- v*'"~ . To show 
P*-= = yA-" o (p*'A, it is enough to show that x  - y = x  . O y  + y e  O x .  But this is easy: 
x . y = ( ~ x + O x ) . ( ~ y + O y )  = ~ x ~ 0 y + ~ x + ~ y + O x ~ O y = ~ x + ~ y + 0 x ~ O y a n d  
x ~ O ~ + ~ ~ O X = ( O X + ~ X ) ~ O ~ + ( O ~ + O ~ ) - O X =  ~ x + C i y + O x . y .  Finally,toshow 
- that yA'-" 9"-+mix o yA+", observe that x  * e + e * x  = x  * e + e = x  * e and therefore 
o x  is the same for both reductions. Theorem is proved. 
4.2 Embeddings of the powerdomains 
In this subsection we show that reductions from the previous subsection correspond to the 
embeddings of the powerdomain construction. The general idea is as follows. Assume 
that a poset A  is given and F t  and Ft' are two powerdomain constructions such that Pt 
is "higher" than Pit in the hierarchy shown in the beginning of the section. That is7 there 
is a reduction (p that takes P t ( A )  and makes it an algebra in the signature corresponding 
to 7"'. Depending on the generating poset for Ptt(A), consider either q ( A )  or q f ( A )  which 
is a subset of Pt(A).  Then the subalgebra of q ( P t ( A ) )  generated by this subset is Pt'(A). 
Moreover. this construction is "path independent" in the sense of theorem 6. To formalize 
it, we use the notation 
The meaning of these arrows is: Take P1'(A) and consider it as an algebra corresponding to 
P" (by means of y ~ ) .  Then its subalgebra generated by v(A) (or qr(A)) is P"(A). 
Theorem 7 In the following diagram all arrows are well-defined and the diagram commutes: 
The arrows not shown on the diagram are: 
[v(A)l Y*'" : P*(A) + P"(A) [vT(,+q] o $7*+-x : P*(A) + P-(A) 
[rl(A)] 0 PA'-" : PA(A)  -+ Pmix(A) [qT(A) ]  o $7*'"" : PA(A)  + P'(A) 
[q(A)] o vc'"'x : P'(A) t Pmix(A) 
Proof. Full proof requires a lot of easy calculations so we only sketch it here. First 
observe that all definitions of new operations for reductions agree with their powerdomain 
interpretation. For example, given two scones (U,L) and (V, M)  in PA(A),  the value of 
(U,L) . (V,M)  incpA'=(PA(A)) is (U,L)*(V.M)+(V,M)*(U,L)  = ( m i n ( ~ ~ ~ ) , m a x ~ { ~ ~  
MIL E C, ,M E M ) )  which is indeed the infimum operation in ?=(A). The verification 
that other reductions agree with the powerdomain operations is also straightforward. Now 
representations of sandwiches (1). snacks ( 3 ) ,  scones ( 7 )  and mixes as 
tell us that all arrows are well-defined. Commutativity follows in a straightforward way from 
the representations (1). (3) ,  (i '), (11) and theorem 6. 
5 Semantic issues 
In this section we discuss semantics of databases with partial information given by the edible 
powerdomains. As it was briefly mentioned earlier. the idea of introducing those powerdo- 
mains is to approximate sets of partial descriptions. The Ci-part is the upper approximation, 
that is. any element of the approximated set must be above an element of I J .  The L-part is 
the lower approximation. If the L-part is a set. it means that for every element of this set 
there is an element of the approximated set above it. If it is a family of sets L1, . . . , Lk, then 
for every i there is an element in the approximated set above an element of L;. 
Before we define the semantics formally, notice that there are two different approaches to 
selecting the kind of sets that can be approximated. In many domain theory motivated 
works [6, 16, 17, 251 and also [14] it is assumed that the maximal elements of a domain 
are complete descriptions and sets of those are approximated. Others suggest that any 
set can be approximated. for example, [19]. The idea of the second approach comes from 
consideration of recursive types. For instance, solving the domain equation D = C x D 
corresponding to a simple recursive record type would give us a domain whose maximal 
elements are infinite sequences of maximal elements of C and it is unlikely we would be 
interested in approximating those. If the type declaration is person = [name:string, 
f a t h e r :  person], we are interested in descriptions of finite length (ending with infinitely 
many bottom elements meaning null). Another example is unfinished experiments. They 
are just sequences of observations made, say, every day. Again, in this case partiality of 
information does not necessarily mean trying to approximate maximal elements, which are 
never reached. 
Define formally two semantics of edible powerdomains. For powerdomains with multi- 
element L-part (snacks. scones, salads) it is: 
[(U, L)] = {X E P,,(A) I U L~ X and Vi :f L; n X # 0)  
[(U,C)],, = {X E P,,(A~=) 1 U c_' X and Vi :T L, n X # 0) 
and similarly for powerdomains with one-element L-part (mixes and sandwiches), where 
AmaX is the set of maximal elements of A. We refer the reader to [ll] for discussion on 
semantics of mixes and sandwiches. In this section we concentrate on snacks and scones. 
Let A be a three element chain n < b < c and SI  = I a .  b )  and S2 = ( a .  c )  two snacks over A. 
Then [S1],,, = [S2]m,, but S1 is strictly below S2 in the snack order. .A more complicated 
example of incomparable S1 and S2 such that [Sl],,, c [S2],,, can also be found. Thus, 
the semantics in terms of maximal elements does not agree very well with the ordering of 
snacks which is supposed to mean being more partial. However. it is easy to show that 
Proposition 4 If S1 and Sz are two  snacks ,  t h e n  S1 L^ S2 i$ [S2] C [SI]] .  
Proof. Let S1 = (U, C) and S z  = (V.,M). Prove the 'if' part first. Assume US2] 5 
Pick arbitrarily an element m.14 from each ill E .M. Then V' = V U { m M I M  E iM) E [S2] 
and therefore V' E [S1] which means U [II! V' 1.'. Hence. Cr Ld V. .4ssunie that S1 g2 S2; 
then 3 L V M  3m E MV1 E L : 1 5 m. Let L E C be a set for which the statement above is 
true; then, selecting appropriate m for each M E .M we obtain a set Q such that Q n M # 0 
for all 1'kf E JM and VE E LVq E Q : 1 q. In other ~vords. T L n Q = 8. On the other 
hand, Q E US21 [IS1] and therefore T L n Q # 0 for all L E L. This contradiction shows 
S1 C" S2. To show the 'only ~ f '  part, assume S1 C" S2 and Q E i s2 ] .  Then U Cd V Cn Q 
and, given L E L. there exist .'if E .2.1 such that T -11 & T  L and therefore Qn T L # 0. This 
shows Q E US1]. Proposition is proved. 
Unfortunately, this is no longer true for scones because. given the following A: 
let S1 = (a, b) and S2 = (a ,  c )  be two scones over il. Then {{T), {a, T)) = USl] = fS21) but 
S1 and Sz are incomparable. 
However, there is a very close connection between semantics of scones and snacks and the 
ordering. In some sense. the family of snacks over A is the maximal subclass of scones over 
A on which the semantics and the orderings agree. To formulate this rigorously, let S1 < S2 
iff [Szn C [Sll. Then < is a preorder and the induced equivalence relation is denoted by E* .  
Proposition 5 For a bounded complete  poset A (every  t w o  e lements  bounded above have a 
least upper  bound),  (?*(A), <)/E, ?"(A) .  
Proof. If A is bounded complete. then for two finite sets U and L the set min(f Un L)  is 
also finite. Hence, we define 1C, : P A ( A )  4 F ( A )  by y((U,L))  = (U,  {min(T U n  L) ) IL  E 
C).  Clearly. [S]] = [ L ' ( S ) ~  and ~ ' ( u l ( S ) )  = c_.(S). ;\ccording to proposition 4. L ~ ( S )  is the 
only snack in the &,-equivalence class of S. Lloreover. L' is monotone because. if CT C_$ V and 
L ~d ,'M, then min(f L n  T 15') &: min(r :vn f V ) .  This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
Summing up, scones are the maximal subclass of salads with well-defined semantics and 
snacks are the maximal subclass of scones over A on which the semantics and the orderings 
agree. 
In the rest of the section we justify chosing the orderings Ern' and E= using techniques of 
Libkin and Wong ['20]. In [20] using the lower powerdomain ordering for sets and the upper 
powerdomain ordering for or-sets was justified in the following way. Let X be a set of partial 
descriptions that does not contain comparable elements. How can we improve our knowledge 
about the situation described by S? One way is to take x E X and replace it by y  2 x: 
another way is to add a new element to  X. Since we do not want comparable elements, this 
corresponds to the following transformations: -I" ?+ max((X - x)  U y )  and X max(X U y ) .  
We say that X is more informative than Y if  a sequence of such transformations takes us 
from X to E', that is. S ?.f., E'. Similarly for or-sets, which are sets of disjunctive possibilities, 
the transformations are X H min(X - x)  and X H min((X - x) U Y) where y > x for 
all y  E Y. Then 4 is the lower powerdomain ordering and is the upper powerdomain 
ordering. 
We now introduce similar transformations for mixes and snacks (since the orderings used on 
the other powerdomains are either c"" or L", it is enough to consider these two only) and 
show that they give rise the respective orderings. 
Updates for snacks and scones that make them more informative are: 
2. (U, L )  + (min((U - u )  U V) ,L )  where 2, > u for all v E V; 
3. (U, L) -t (U, max:(L u L ) ) ;  
4. (U,L) + (U,max"(L - L) U ( L  - I ) ) ) ;  
5. (U, L )  -+ (U,max"(L - L) U min((L - I )  U L'))) where 1 5 I' for all 1' E L'. 
Similarly for mixes and sandwiches we define the following transformations: 
1. (U, L) -, (U - u,  L ) ;  
2. (U, L) + (min((U - u)  U V), L) where v > u for all v E V; 
3. (C1.L) + ( U > L  - 1 ) :  
4. (U, L) -+ (U, mirr((L - 1) U L')) where 1 5 1' for all 1' E L'; 
It is intuitively clear that all transformations lead to better descriptions. The next result 
shows that they completely determine the orderings. ' 
Theorem 8 For any two snacks (scones), (U, L )  A (V, IM) zfl (U, L )  C^  (V, M ) .  For any 
two mixes (sandwiches), (U, L) 5 (V, M) i f l  (U, L) CmX (V, iM). 
Proof. First, it is easy to see that whenever S1 -+ S2 and both S1 and S2 are snacks 
(scones), it holds: S1 L" S2. Hence, the transitive closure of -+ is included in C". To prove 
the converse, let (U, L )  Ee (V, M )  (the proof will work for both snacks and scones). Since 
c(c_"~M, by [20] there is a sequence L -..r L1 I-, . . . I., Lk M such that L; L U M. 
In particular, each (U, C i )  is a snack (scone) if (U. C) and (V, M)  are snacks (scones). For 
tranformation Li ?-t Li+l there are two cases. 
Case 1. Li+1 = maxs (L  U L'). In this case ( U, Li ) + (U, Li+l) follows from the definitions. 
Case 2. L;+1 = maxn((Li - L)  U L') where L 5: L'. Then, by [20], there is a sequence 
L t+ LI H L2 H . . . H Lp H L' such that each L j  is a subset of L U L'. In particular, 
this shows that (U, maxi((& - Lj)  u Lj+l))  is a snack or a scone respectively. Now there are 
two subcases. In the first subcase, Lj+l = min(Lj - I) and then (U,maxfl((L; - L) U Lj))  -, 
(U,maxn((L; - L) U Lj+1)) follows from the definition. Similarly, it holds for the second 
subcase when Lj+l = min((Lj - 1 )  U L'). 
Therefore, (U, L;) (U,Li+l) which implies (U, L) 5 (U, M). Now from [20] we have 
U Ul H U2 H . . . H UT H V such that each U; is a subset of U U V. Since T V GT U ,  
this implies consistency condition for each (U;, M ) .  Each U; + U;+l is either Ui -+ U; - u or 
Ui -+ min((Ui - u)  U U' )  where u' > u for all u' E U'. In both cases, (U;, IM ) -+ (U,+l, M ) .  
Therefore, (U, M )  -f+ (V. JM) which finishes the proof of (U, L )  ; (V, JM). The result for 
mixes and sandwiches is easily proved along the same lines. 
6 Outline of further research 
The theory of edible powerdomains started just a few years ago and there are many topics 
to  be investigated. First, the algebraic characterization given in this paper points out to  
an intimate connection between these constructions and various algebras with idempotent 
binary operations that have been extensively studied, most notably by A. Romanowska and 
J.D.H. Smith, see [8,27. 26,281. In [26] they characterized freely generated meet-distributive 
bisemilattices, that is, bisemilattices satisfying only one distributive law. 
We have seen four types of the  consistency condition: 
Type 1: t L Cf  U :  
T y p e 2  f U n . t . L f 0 ;  
Type 3: 3 W : L C_VV and U W; 
Type 4: no restrictions. 
Consistency condition of each type can be used with either one-element L-part (as in mixes 
and sandwiches), or many-element L-part (as in snacks. scones and salads). That is, the 
edible powerdomains can be classified according to the L-part and the consistency condition 
as follows: 
This table shows that scones are not to sandwiches what snacks are to mixes; in fact, the 
analog of a scone for one element L-part has not been characterized yet. One of the problems 
this table suggests is to  fill out the missing entrees. This should not be too hard: the pow- 
erdomain with one-element L-part and type 2 consistency condition should be characterized 
using the mix signature with the scone-like operation * and an appropriate admissibility 
condition. Analogs of sandwiches with multi-element L-part can be characterized as snack 
algebras with appropriate admissibility condition and the right signature for the unrestricted 
construction with one-element L-part is (+, 0,O) .  The real challenge, however, is to find 
names for these constructions. 
L-part 
one set 
family of sets 
Edible powerdomains are used in approximations of partial data in databases and it is 
desirable to be able to program with them. Characterization of powerdomains as free algebras 
gives us two programming tools: strong monad arising from the adjunction and structural 
recursion. It is, however, unrealistic to expect a programmer to verify if the structural 
recursion is defined correctly. For example, for scone algebras that would amount to verifying 
a dozen of equations. ,A much more realistic approach is to program with unrestricted 
constructions (salads and their not yet discovered counterpart) and treat the consistency 
conditions as constraints. Since p*(D) N pn(D) x 63bfl(D), a salad is just a pair of an or-set 
and a set of or-sets and as such can be used by the language of Libkin and Wong [20] for 
or-sets. I plan to investigate the possibilities and limitations of using the language of [20] to 
program with approximation, and its possible extensions. 
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